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MARKET INSIGHTS
FRANCE AND SPAIN

Visit Finland Brand Tracking 2019

Brand Image of Finland as a Travel Destination
• Both the French and Spaniards strongly associate all Nordic countries with pure nature and clean air.
• Activities linked to winter are strongly associated with Finland both in France and Spain such as visiting
Santa’s home, sleeping in igloos and sleigh rides. Also saunas are associated strongly with Finland.
Spontaneous Impressions - Finland

COVID-19 IMPACT
ON TRAVEL
FRANCE AND SPAIN

French overnights in Nordics
Monthly trend
• August has been the most popular
month for the French travellers to
visit the Nordics.
• However, Finland’s profile is totally
different with the French visitors
mostly spending holidays in
Finland during the winter months
from December to March.
• Due to the strict travel restrictions
in Finland and Norway, travel from
France to these countries has been
nearly non-existing since April
2020. Sweden with looser travel
policy and Denmark and Iceland
with border openings in summer
2020, attracted some French
visitors despite the pandemic.
• Finland’s share of the French
visitors among the Nordic countries
was 21% in 2019.
Sources: Visit Finland’s Statistics Service Rudolf, Statistics Finland,
Statistics Denmark, Statistics Iceland, Statistics Norway and Statistics Sweden

French overnights in Nordics
Seasonal trend
• Finland has clearly been #1 choice
among the Nordics for the French
travellers during the winter season
(around 40% market share)

• 80% of the French winter time
visitors to Finland travel to Lapland
• During the summer season,
Norway is clearly the most popular
destination among the Nordics for
the French visitors
• Finland’s share in the summer
season 2019 was only 9% of the
French overnights in the Nordics

Finland

Norway

• Traveling from France to the Nordic
countries was on the rise both in
winter and in summer pre-covid
Sources: Visit Finland’s Statistics Service Rudolf, Statistics Finland,
Statistics Denmark, Statistics Iceland, Statistics Norway and Statistics Sweden

Spanish overnights in Nordics
Monthly trend
• August has clearly been the most
popular month for the Spanish
travellers to visit the Nordics.
• However, in Finland December has
been even more popular time for
the Spaniards to spend their
holidays in Finland.

• Travel from Spain to the Nordic
countries has been nearly nonexisting since April 2020. Only some
traffic can be seen in August 2020
to Iceland and Denmark with the
border openings, and to Sweden
with looser travel policy.
• Finland’s share of the Spanish
visitors among the Nordic countries
was 15% in 2019.

Sources: Visit Finland’s Statistics Service Rudolf, Statistics Finland,
Statistics Denmark, Statistics Iceland, Statistics Norway and Statistics Sweden

Spanish overnights in Nordics
Seasonal trend
• Finland comes on the second
position among the Nordics for the
Spanish travellers during the winter
season (around 25% market share)
• Nearly 70% of the Spanish visitors
to Finland during the winter season
travel to Lapland
• During the summer season,
Norway is clearly the most popular
destination among the Nordics for
the Spanish visitors
• Finland’s share in the summer
season 2019 was only 11% of the
Spanish overnights in the Nordics

Denmark
Finland

Norway

• Summer travel from Spain to
Iceland, Sweden and Finland was
increasing in 2019

Sources: Visit Finland’s Statistics Service Rudolf, Statistics Finland,
Statistics Denmark, Statistics Iceland, Statistics Norway and Statistics Sweden

DIGITAL DEMAND
2020
TOURISM-RELATED INTERNET
SEARCHES ABOUT FINLAND

France is #6 and Spain #8 market
by the volume of tourism-related
searches about Finland

All together
4,8 million international searches
(-12% compared to 2019)

Source: Digital Demand /Visit Finland 2021

TRAVEL AND SEARCHES FROM FRANCE
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 French overnights as well as travel related searches concentrate on winter
 French overnights decreased in 2020 by 54%, while searches decreased clearly less, by 18%,
compared to 2019
Sources: Visit Finland’s Statistics Service Rudolf, Statistics Finland and D2 Digital Demand

TRAVEL AND SEARCHES FROM SPAIN
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 Peak in Spanish overnights usually takes place in August and December, travel related
searches start to increase in July and tend to grow towards the winter

 Spanish overnights decreased in 2020 by 76%, while searches decreased clearly less, by 11%,
compared to 2019
Sources: Visit Finland’s Statistics Service Rudolf, Statistics Finland and D2 Digital Demand

TOP 10 MICRO BRANDTAGS 2020
• Travel, Saunas and Northern lights were the most searched travel related themes for Finland both in France and Spain
• When comparing the searches in 2020 with the other target markets, France stands out with the most searches
around Lakes and Cottages and Spain comes second after Japan with searches around Forests
• Despite the travel restrictions, people kept dreaming and planning about travel, so searches even increased around
some themes in 2020 compared to 2019

France

Spain

#1 in target market
rankings

#1 in target market

#2 in target market

rankings

rankings

Source: D2 Digital Demand

FRANCE

TOP 3 MICRO BRANDTAGS WITH INTEREST GROWING IN 2020
•

Interest towards Lakes increase very rapidly when the lakes get visibility, like TV programmes, campaigns etc. During 2020 also the
global searches for Lakes increased for each Nordic country, and Finland clearly in the lead position.

•

Russian searches for Cottages decreased notably in 2020 and at the same time the French searches increased, so France was #1 in
searches for Cottages. In global searches Finland stays still far away from Norway, Sweden and Denmark, so there is surely an
opportunity for standing out better with our offering in this field.

•

Searches for Skiing in Finland increased as well in France in 2020. In global searches, Norway clearly leads the way in the Nordics and
also Sweden stays clearly ahead of Finland, so this activity could be promoted even more.

Lakes 17 600 (+10%) Cottages 7 900 (+17%) Skiing 4 300 (+12%)

Source: D2 Digital Demand

SPAIN

TOP 3 MICRO BRANDTAGS WITH INTEREST GROWING IN 2020
•

Interest towards Saunas has increased both globally and in Spain, and Finland is clearly in the lead position among the Nordic
countries with the searches for saunas.

•

Spanish travellers are generally interested in city travel, and the Spanish searches for Cities increased for Finland. Also the global
searches for cities increased for each of the Nordic countries, so there seems to be some good potential for smaller cities as holiday
destinations in the near future.

•

There was a significant increase in Spanish travel related searches with Forests in Finland in 2020. Also the global searches for forests
increased for Finland as well as for the other Nordic countries, so this is surely another opportunity for the travel industry.

Saunas 18 200 (+6%) Cities 10 700 (+13%)

Forests 9 400 (+91%)

Source: D2 Digital Demand

OUTLOOK ON
TRAVEL SENTIMENT AND TRENDS

European Travel Commission: Monitoring Sentiment for Domestic and Intra-European Travel

FRANCE

https://etc-corporate.org/reports/monitoring-sentiment-for-domestic-and-intra-european-travel-wave-6/

According to the survey
conducted in February 2021
• 51% of the French
responded that they are
likely to travel within the
next 6 months

• 39% were looking at July
and August for their next
vacations
• 37% aim to travel to
another European country
and 39% to remain within
their domestic borders

Source: ETC – Monitoring Sentiment for Domestic and Intra-European Travel, Wave 6

European Travel Commission: Monitoring Sentiment for Domestic and Intra-European Travel

SPAIN

https://etc-corporate.org/reports/monitoring-sentiment-for-domestic-and-intra-european-travel-wave-6/

According to the survey
conducted in February 2021
• 54% of the Spaniards
responded that they are
likely to travel within the
next 6 months

• 33% were looking at July
and August for their next
vacations
• 30% aim to travel to
another European country
and 48% to remain within
their domestic borders

Source: ETC – Monitoring Sentiment for Domestic and Intra-European Travel, Wave 6

European Travel Commission: Monitoring Sentiment for Domestic and Intra-European Travel

Preferred type of leisure trips during March-August 2021
#1 (25%)
#3 (13%)

#1 (30%)

#3 (15%)

#2 (16%)
#2 (16%)

#4 (15%)
#4 (13%)
#5 (13%)
Wave 6 data collected: 5.-19. February 2021; sample= 5,837
Countries included: Germany, United Kingdom, France, Netherlands, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland, Spain, Poland and Austria

Source: https://etc-corporate.org/reports/monitoring-sentiment-for-domestic-and-intra-european-travel-wave-6/

European Travel Commission: Monitoring Sentiment for Domestic and Intra-European Travel

Travel qualities sought by consumers at the moment

#1 (28%)
#1 (16%)

#2 (16%)
#2 (15%)

#3 (15%)
#3 (13%)
Countries included: Germany, United Kingdom, France,
Netherlands, Italy, Belgium, Switzerland, Spain, Poland and Austria

Source: https://etc-corporate.org/reports/monitoring-sentiment-for-domestic-and-intra-european-travel-wave-6/

Global outlook

Source: https://www.unwto.org/covid-19-and-tourism-2020

Find out more: Matkailun ennakointi/ Travel Foresight on businessfinland.fi

Europe & USA future trends
Important trends affecting travel in Europe & USA
CAR TRAVEL > Touring by land (incl. Car, Camper Van, Train, Bus Travel + Touring in general)
WORKATION

EXPERIENCE MORE (incl. The want to consume more experiences (esp. Post corona) +
change of values > refer to values-based marketing)

PERSONALISED PRICING > Personalised Services (+content, liquid services,
tailor-made packaging)

SUSTAINABILITY MEGATREND

Trends are established phenomena, existing and measurable group of signals, a factor of bigger change.
Megatrends refer to bigger change that is usually cross-industrial and implies a visible, long lasting effect.

Europe & USA future trends

Global outlook

Find out more: Matkailun ennakointi/ Travel Foresight on businessfinland.fi

Find out more: Matkailun ennakointi/ Travel Foresight on businessfinland.fi

Europe & USA future change signals

Weak signals of change affecting travel in Europe & USA

FLEXIBLE BOOKING AND CANCELLATION POLICIES
HEALING TRAVEL
COTTAGE HOLIDAYS
VIDEO AS MEDIUM FOR MARKETING

Weak signals are smaller change phenomena, often single cases or observations of our time, that can relate to known trend or
be a signal of something new, still emerging and uncertain change. In time, 11/05/2021
these signals might turn into trends
orname
fade Last
out.name
First
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FRANCE & SPAIN
Visit Finland PR work
Eevakaisa Mölsä
11.5.2021

Agenda
• What happened in 2020?
• What worked at VF level
• Content types that have generated coverage
• What was the situation in France and Spain
• Results in 2020
• VF level
• Spain
• France
• PR in 2021
• Market division
• Marketing focus areas
• Themes
• Global plans

What happened in 2020 ?
• No media or influencer trips to
Finland
• No events in our markets
• Media focus on domestic travel and
”where is possible to travel”
• Most visited VF page ”Covid -19”
practical infomation
•

https://www.visitfinland.com/article/practical-travel-information-for-travelers-to-finlandduring-coronavirus-pandemic/#f5b389ec

What worked at VF level?
• Focus on press releases and pitches
• Need to go digital - Virtual campaigns
• Livestreams
Sustainable Travel Finland media live stream
• 100 media representatives attended
• Feedback 4.7/5

• Hybrid events – Metsä Pavillion in Japan

These content types have generated
visibility on global scale
- Global image campaigns:
- Rent a Finn goes virtual
- Say it with Santa
- Press releases such as:
- 5 tips how to be Happy like a Finn at home
- Valentine’s Day
- Women’s Day

What was the situation in Spain?
General media was particularly interested in how Finland has managed
to control the pandemic and avoid mass infections.
• The way of life of the Finns is always a good reference for the
Spanish. From a Public Relations perspective, we took advantage
of the striking elements of the Finnish culture and lifestyle to give
it visibility in the travel and lifestyle media
• Traditions and activities that can be linked to the Spanish culture:
gastronomy, art, Santa, leisure, environment, educations, wellness
are interesting to media.
• Sustainability and consciousness about the environment among
the general population has increased.

What was the situation in France?
The media were very much focused on the news, France first,
secondly Europe and then the rest of the world.
• Media interests: nature and wildlife, home decoration and
design + food: people have rediscovered their kitchen this
year, food magazines and websites were more popular +
chefs shared a lot on social media
• Environment and Sustainable tourism: France is very late,
but discussions are starting on a new way to travel (travel
less, travel better, micro-adventure trend).

RESULTS 2020

How do we measure our results?
Attention score
Prominence: How likely is it someone saw the story?
Tone: Was it positive or negative?

Media effect
Realistically how many saw the story?
Attention score x total reach of the media outlet
Publicity value = €
Estimate of the monetary value of the publicity obtained

Finland general 2020/2019

RESULTS 2020
SPAIN

Spain 2020/2019
2020

2019

Examples of coverage in Spain

El Mundo, happiest city,
publicity value 30 000 e

El Economista.es, Happy like a Finn,
publicity value 30 000 e

Kissfm.es, Santa, publicity value
12 150 e
Lasexta.com, Posio STF,
publicity value 10 137 e

RESULTS 2020
FRANCE

France 2020/2019
2020

2019

Examples of coverage in France

Geo, Kvarken archipelago,
publicity value 23 626 e

Le journal des femmes Maman,
Santa, publicity 30 000 e

Psychologies,
Happy like a Finn,
publicity value 7398 e

PR actions in 2021

Just a litte text slide, with very little text and no headline.

11/05/2021
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VISIT FINLAND MARKETING FOCUS AREAS 2021
CONTINUE TO STRENGHTEN AND

ATTRACT, PROMOTE AND ACTIVATE

INCREASE AWARENESS OF

MAINTAIN FINLAND’S COUNTRY IMAGE

SAFE TRAVEL TO FINLAND

FINLAND AS A SUSTAINABLE

AS ALL YEAR ROUND TRAVEL

–WE HAVE ROOM TO ROAM

TRAVEL DESTINATION

DESTINATION

Strengthen the strengths
OUR FOCUS

•
•
•
•

Innovative promotion of Finland’s country image  awareness and improved image among target group
Communicate safe travel to Finland as soon as it is possible
Identify and focus marketing activities on higher value customers  increase the length of stay and yield across all regions
Sustainability will underpin every aspect of our marketing initiatives (focus on customer, authenticity, adding value)

MARKETING CONCEPT

• Help people find their calm and happiness – meaningful encounters

Global PR plans in 2021
Monthly Press releases according to VF theme calendar (on-going):
Such as Lahti the European Green Capital, Happiest country in the world, Women’s Day press release.
Safe Travel Finland (on-going, starting from May) Communication concept through the year
highlighting Finland as a safe destination to travel after pandemics.
Happyventure social media campaign: engaging campaign to stimulate travel dreams, happiness skills
from the happiest country in the world, May-June
Relaunching Pledge with stronger messages and a multichannel approach (autumn)

Press trips. Finland entry situation is still unclear – press trips from France and Spain still unclear when
possible again.

Merci!
Muchas gracias!

Sanna Tuononen
S a l e s & M a r ke t i n g M a n a g e r | F r a n c e
V i s i t F i n l a n d | B u s i n e ss F i n l a n d

11/05/2021
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France – Current situation
• Travel restrictions

• Travelling to France not restricted from EU countries, but negative PCR test is required
(less than 72 h old)
• Entrance for travellers from other countries is restricted and obligatory quarantine
might be required
• France is red in. EU’s traffic light system (over 50 cases /100 000)
-> Some countries (as Finland) has borders closed to French travellers, some
countries demand negative test result or vaccine certificate

• Other restrictions

• Curfew between 7 pm – 6 am until 19.5 (9 pm– 6 am until 9.6 and 11 pm-6 am until
30.6)
• Masks obligatory in public places, public transportation, shared workplaces and in big
cities also outdoors
• Restaurants/cafés/bars closed until 9.6 (terrasses can be open 19.5 onwards)
• Limitations for meetings, events

• Accessibility/ Flight situation:

• 1 Finnair flights per day from Paris to Helsinki, 2 per day August onwards, 1 per week
from Nice to Helsinki (June>)
• Transavia Paris – Kittilä 1 /week December 2021 - March 2022
• Charters planned for December 2021 –March 2022 (2019 level)

11/05/2021
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France - Travel Trade update
• Still temporary unemployment (or part-time solutions) –supported 100 % by
Government in Tourism Industry
• Most of the agencies are closed, but probably starting to open with lifting of restrictions
in France (19.5->), for the moment mostly selling online & by phone
• Tour operators are quite confident concerning the coming winter season and demand
for Finland. To be seen how the border restriction situation evolves and what are the
“conditions” for entry for the winter
• Strong Interest and desire to travel – French will probably be travelling mainly in France
during the coming summer, but desire & demand to travel abroad is strong and even
growing more
• Finland has an offering that fits perfectly the current demand (space, nature,
outdoor activities etc.)
• There are also some new actors interested to develop
Finland products
• Important topics: Adaptability and Flexibility:
• e.g. Corona insurance

11/05/2021
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France - Travel Trade update
• Mondial Tourism: “Good situation with bookings (big part transferred from winter season 20-21).
When borders restrictions lifted, potential for more sales (especially in September). More flight
capacity than planned for last winter”
• Hutissen – Scandinavia: “Winter season looks good. Clients are eagerly waiting to be able to travel.
Hopefully the border restrictions will be lifted (and more information about dates will be available
soon) and our clients could come to Finland.

• Nord Espace: “Clients eagerly waiting for more information concerning the border restrictions and
possibility to travel to Finland next winter. Sales are still a little bit “on hold” but this is normal
considering the situation and closed borders. When the situation begins to look better probably the
sales are coming back“
• Timetours-Francaises de circuits: “Booking situation looks good. Clients waiting for information
about lifting of border restrictions for Finland and about the conditions for entry (sanitary passport
etc.). Willingness to travel is strong and especially for European destination for the moment”
• Scanditours: “We have planned the same charters than we had before and hoping to get soon
some news about border restrictions…Groups sales are ok, but FIT are waiting for more information
concerning travel between European countries”
11/05/2021
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France - Visit Finland actions on the market
• Following the situation and keeping communication active with travel trade
partners in France
• Joint promotion campaigns prepared and ready to go when borders open
• Go Nordic Project
• B2B webinars (3 webinars in 2020, 3 planned for 2021)
• PR communication
• B2C – Nordic Talks / podcasts (Les Echos – Sustainability talk in February 2021)

•
•
•
•

E-learning program for B2B contacts
Team Finland work and Country branding
Finland-Iceland Workshop in September in Paris (21.9 TBC)
Pure Meetings & Events 9.9.2021 (TBC)

11/05/2021
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France – Year 2020
• 60% of French (32,7 M) travelled for holidays at least
once in 2020
• Medium budget used for main holidays decreased 30
% in 2020
• French chose France as a destination (90% of those
who travelled)

• 81% prepared their holiday online and 60 % booked
everything or part of their bookings online.
• 66% are m-tourists and use their smartphones and
tablets actively in booking and during the holiday ->
digitalization of suppliers and operators is
primordial
Raffour Interactif

France – Future Outlook - Recovery
• Regarding the choice of destinations, Europe dominates largely (87%) the
ranking; Spain and Greece stand out strongly, followed by Portugal and Italy.
France remains strong for travel in the coming months (summer)
• The privileged experiences will revolve around nature and the seaside
• Cancellation and refund policy seen as a priority criterion in the choice of a trip (92% ),
followed by safety, health and insurance (85.7%), as well as flexibility and
personalization travel (55.8%).
• While the surveys conducted by Interface Tourism in 2020 among the same target
revealed worries about travel budgets, the new outlook is much more encouraging,
since more than 31% rely on a stabilization of expenditure, and 35.8% on an increase.
• Concerning target groups travelling first, business travelers come out in 1st place,
slightly ahead of adults without children. A gap then widens with families and seniors.
Group and CE clienteles come last
• The compulsory vaccine to enter a foreign territory divides: 52% of professionals think
that this measure is a brake – especially as long as the vaccine is not available to the
entire population. The tests are more accepted as a mandatory condition to enter a
foreign country.

Interface Tourism April 2021

France - Coming summer – travel trends
• Preference for domestic travels (like in summer 2020)
• Privileged destination for summer : Nature - Mountains
and rural zones
• French are looking for places with strong heritage,
cultural and natural identity.

• Need for escape from mass tourism and reconnect with
nature for “recharging” and to forget Corona for a
moment.
Source Le Figaro april 2021

• Popular European destination (bookings): Greece,
Portugal, Spain, Malta, Croatie
• Longer stays and preference for higher
categories/services

• Last minute bookings
Source EDV

France – Future Outlook for Finland
• Trends - Potential for Finland:

• Slow tourism & Sustainable tourism – Big potential &
Good image
• Live/Do like a local – Discovery of Finnish culture &
Lifestyle, Gastronomy
• “Easy” travelling after important restrictions – Well
functioning country
• Wellbeing during holidays – Nature, clean air and
water, sauna
• Active in nature – Wide offering for different targets
• Luxury tourism - Finland’s offering and “Finnish”
luxury
• Travelling with family – Finland as a family
destination – Good image

• Target groups:

• Families and couples (CSP + - higher income)
• High end travelers
• Small groups (friends, “big” families)
11/05/2021
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Merci

David Campano
S a l e s & M a r ke t i n g M a n a g e r | S p a i n
V i s i t F i n l a n d | B u s i n e ss F i n l a n d

11/05/2021
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Spain-Market update
Outlook :
• Spanish Government has decided to permit European Union citizens to enter the country without being subject to
COVID-19 test and self-isolation requirements, provided that they hold a Digital Green Certificate from June.
• Travel Bookings In Spain Surge By 122% After the Government announced The State Of Alarm Will Be Lifted On May 9.
• Demand summer: expected mostly domestic: Recovery for summer based vaccinations -> late summer 70% should
be vaccinated.
• TO’s saying that 30-40% of availability booked to Finland for next winter.
• Mass opening of agencies with the end of the state of alarm.
Connectivity & Airlines :
• Finnair: Málaga-Alicante-Mallorca-Canaries to Helsinki / MAD/ BCN from June-July 2021 onwards?-TBC
• Vueling: BCN-HEL 1st June x 2 weekly flights.
• Norwegian: BCN-HEL 1st June x 5-6 weekly flights-TBC
• Lufthansa: MAD / BCN via FRA/ MUC daily to HEL. KLM (highest market share on via traffic) + KL & AF
• Iberia: leading IATA Travel Pass (successful tested 10.04.21 MAD-MVD)
• Charters : 30-32 operations sheduled Dec21-Jan22 MAD/BCN to KAO / KTT / IVL / RVN (+20% Vs.2019 levels)

11/05/2021
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Spain-Travel Trade Update

Looking Ahead*

• 50% : recovery H1 2022 and 80% impact on
customer preferences
• Reliable Flight connections need to come back
• Clarity & stability of travel regulations (regular
covid-cases updates to the industry)
• Confidence building through PR campaigns
• Re-training of travel designers-E-learning tool
• Emphasis on experiences focusing on open spaces
• More private travel than group travel
• Flexible cancellations & shorter lead times for
bookings
• Luxury segment to lead the recovery-more
spending power
• Insurance!!
*Survey : April 2021 / 1.500 agents
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Spain-Travel Trade Update
•
•
•
•
•

Big demand for Lapland W21 (16 operations) + AY : 50% sold
Families with kids-honeymooners-Friends / Portugal- seniors
Potential summer 2021 (Jul-Aug): uncertainty / couples & families / Fly & Drive
Interest: nature / room to roam / activities / auroras / midnight sun / fauna
Opportunitties: develop summer 2022 / Matka

•
•
•
•
•

Lapland W21 (5-6 operations) + AY
Families with kids-Friends-couples
Potential summer 2021 (Jul-Aug): push recent years / couples & families / Fly & Drive
Interest: nature / room to roam / activities / auroras / midnight sun
Opportunitties: 2022 all year round

Esther Moneo
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Francisco Erena
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Jordi Rivera

•
•
•
•
•
•

Winter expected to be sucessful (5-6 charters) + AY
Adventure / Luxury / Health & Wellbeing / Seniors / Young people (up to 23 niche target segments)
Nature / Sustainability / Activities / Finland for every niche segment
Flexibility and adptability : Suppliers need to think about the Spanish traveler hallmarks.
Connectivity and unclear Government restictions policies : weekness to estimulate demand.
Opportunitties: Ruska 2021 & Sustainability –responsable Travel

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11/05/2021
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Spain-Travel Trade Update
•
•
•
•

Demand for W21: 4 departures : groups max. 25 pax + AY
Families with kids & couples.
Price competitiviness & connectivity : weeknesses.
Need to resume the connectivity with AY in 2021

Francisco León
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------•
•
•
•

Demand for W21 still slow : reactivation expected May (after State of Alarm end)
Luxury : Families with kids, couples and honeymooners.
Winter activities in Lapland : summer 2022 as an opportunity for ideal vacations in nature
Percieved as a safe and friendly destination

Marisol Setién
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------•
•

Judith Cera

•
•
•
•

Demand for W21 is recovering but still far from 2019 levels
Need more clear guidelines about future border lifting restrictions.
Other Nordic countries have clearer intructions and less limitations
Target audience: high end travelers: families & couples looking for safety & reliability in our operations
Strenghts: Safe destination / pure nature / Santa / Auroras
Weeknesses: Lack of connectivity AY / Very limited gatronomic offer
Finnish suppliers to guarantee full refund for cancellations due to covid / Plan B : i.e. no snow

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11/05/2021
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Spain-Travel Trade Update
•
•
•

W21 firts piloting programmes to Lapland
We offer Taylor made luxury trips to Families with kids & couples since 1994
12 branches in Spain + growth Latin America: Mexico, Colombia, Lima… Miami .
Luxury in nature / Health & Wellbeing

Alessandra Girardi
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ignasi Canals

•
•
•
•

Will continue supporting Finland for W21: strong demand-waiting list
Summer 2021 : week & uncertain /
Should focus resources also for Summer 2022 : fly and drive in Lakeland área
Sold Sweden in W20 less border restrictions than in Finland

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Rosó Morlá

•
•
•
•
•

Requests for Lapland in Winter received from March this year: ggod reservations pace
Increasing demand for european destinations especially those related to nature
Travellers profile : adventure / seniors / luxury / health & weelbeing
Nature & Room to roam.
Poor connectivity –direct flights

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

11/05/2021
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Spain - Visit Finland Actions in the Market
• Local partners feedback-following closely the situation.
• Webinars & Events:
 Catai Lapland webinar Feb 21 – 1.500 agents
 Tourmundial Virtual Trade Fair April 21-2.808 agents
 Sustainable Tourism Congress May 21
 Ad-hoc presentations –themes: Luxury & Sustainability : Nuba / Godwana / Atlántida
 Local webinars from Finnish regions.
 Workshop Madrid October 2021 –Pending
 CEAV –(7.000 Travel agents) 3 webinars –ONETE-November 2021
 E-Learning plattform push –Q4

• Budget 2021 approved: joint sales promotions agreed TO´s & OTA´s pending reactivation and launch
depending on: border restrictions / vaccination process / connectivity
• Market Plan 2021-2023 approved

11/05/2021
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Visit Finland & Tourmundial
14-15.04.21

• 2.808 Agents joined
• 403 Visits to our Stand
• 230 Downloads Marketing
material
• 18 Meetings
• 580 Displays –Auditorium
50 min presentation of
Finland

Source : Blueroom

Spain – Future Outlook-Recovery Insights
 Digital health passports will help make Spanish travelers more likely to travel
 Security and privacy concerns remain the central challenge to digital health
passport acceptance
 The checks and balances that need to be put in place to ease privacy concerns
and build traveler confidence in digital health passports
 The biggest concern for Spanish travelers is mixing with crowds in airports or at
transport hubs (55%), followed by trusting that an accommodation is adhering to
necessary
health and safety guidelines (49%). Only 6% of travelers don’t have any concerns about
traveling in light of COVID-19.

Spain – Recovery-Trends & Opportunities
Top Trends in the market:






Slow and sustainable tourism
Visit small and medium cities
Luxury tourism
Health and wellbeing
Nature, nature, nature

Opportunities for Finland:
o Activities in nature-open spaces
o Live like a local / Culture & Lyfestyle
o Wellbeing & Sauna
Main Travelers Segments:
 Families with kids
 Couples
 DINKS-High end travelers

Source : McKinsey
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